Abstract. We investigate the asymptotic distribution of integrals of the j-function that are associated to ideal classes in a real quadratic field. To estimate the error term in our asymptotic formula, we prove a bound for sums of Kloosterman sums of half-integral weight that is uniform in every parameter. To establish this estimate we prove a variant of Kuznetsov's formula where the spectral data is restricted to half-integral weight forms in the Kohnen plus space, and we apply Young's hybrid subconvexity estimates for twisted modular L-functions.
Introduction
The relationship between modular forms and quadratic fields is exceedingly rich. For instance, the Hilbert class field of an imaginary quadratic field may be generated by adjoining to the quadratic field a special value of the modular j-function. The connection between class fields of real quadratic fields and invariants of the modular group is much less understood, although there has been striking progress lately by Darmon and Vonk [6] . Our aim in this paper is to study the asymptotic behavior of certain integrals of the modular j-function that are associated to ideal classes in a real quadratic field. Before turning to this, it is useful to make some definitions and to recall the corresponding problem in the imaginary quadratic case.
Let K be the quadratic field of discriminant d and let Cl It is natural to ask how these values are distributed as |d| → ∞. As a first approximation, it is not too hard to show that Tr d (j 1 ) ∼ (−1) d exp(π |d|) for large d, but in fact much more is known. In [4] it was observed, and in [10] the second author proved, that
e(−z A ) ∼ −24h(d) (1.2) as d → −∞ through fundamental discriminants. The value −24 is a suitably defined "average of j 1 " over the fundamental domain F (see [10] ). Now suppose that K is a real quadratic field, i.e. d > 0. Each ideal class A ∈ Cl + d contains a fractional ideal of the form wZ + Z ∈ A where w ∈ K is such that
where σ is the nontrivial Galois automorphism of K. Such w are called reduced (in the sense of Zagier [42] ); unlike in the imaginary quadratic case, a given ideal class may have many reduced representatives. Let S w be the oriented hyperbolic geodesic in H from w to w σ , and let C A be the closed geodesic obtained by projecting S w to Γ\H. The choice of reduced w does not affect C A . One can view C A in H as the geodesic from some point z 0 on S w to γ w (z 0 ), where γ w is the hyperbolic element which generates the stabilizer of w in Γ. It is well-known that length(C A ) = 2 log ε d , where ε d is the fundamental unit of K.
A real quadratic analogue of the trace (1.1) is the sum of integrals Note that these values are quite small even though j 1 grows exponentially in the cusp. It was conjectured in [14] that
as d → ∞ through fundamental discriminants. This was proved independently in [12] (for odd fundamental discriminants, with a power-saving of d ′ , m tends to infinity. We define δ 1 = 1 and δ d = 0 otherwise, and σ s (n) = ℓ|n ℓ s for any s ∈ C. [30, 12] for odd discriminants. The generalizations to d > 1 and m > 1 are new, and the latter confirms the observation in [14] that
When D = dd ′ is a factorization of D into negative fundamental discriminants, the lefthand side of (1.5) is identically zero. To see this, let J denote the class of the different ( √ D) of K. The closed geodesic associated to JA −1 has the same image in Γ 1 \H as C A but with the opposite orientation. Since χ d (J) = sgn d, the left-hand side of (1.5) is forced to vanish whenever d < 0.
In order to give a better geometric interpretation when D = dd ′ where d and d ′ are negative, Imamoḡlu, Tóth, and the second author [15] recently defined a new invariant F A , which is a finite area hyperbolic surface with boundary C A . We briefly describe the construction of F A ; for details see [15] . Let w be one of the reduced quadratic irrationalities associated to A, and let γ w ∈ Γ 1 be the hyperbolic element that fixes w and w σ . Then γ w can be written as
for some integers n i ≥ 2, where T = ±( 1 1 0 1 ) and S = ±( 0 −1 1 0 ) are generators of Γ 1 . The cycle (n 1 , . . . n ℓ ) is the period of the minus continued fraction of w, and ℓ is the number of distinct reduced representatives of A. Let S k := T (n 1 +···+n k ) ST −(n 1 +···+n k ) and define
This group is an infinite-index (i.e. thin) subgroup of Γ 1 . Let N A be the Nielsen region of Γ A : the smallest non-empty Γ A -invariant open convex subset of H. Then the surface F A is defined as Γ A \N A . It is proved in [15] that the area of F A is πℓ, with ℓ as in (1.6). Our second result concerns the distribution of sums of the integrals of j m over the surfaces F A as the discriminant varies. The functions j m grow exponentially in the cusp, so we regularize the integrals as follows. For each
(1.7)
These real quadratic invariants are asymptotically related to products of class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields. 
Remark. When D = dd ′ is a factorization into positive discriminants, the left-hand side of (1.8) is identically zero because A → JA −1 reverses the orientation of the surface F A .
An interesting special case occurs when D = 4p where p ≡ 3 (mod 4) is a prime. In this case the identity class I = I p is not equivalent to the class of the different J = J p . The CohenLenstra heuristics predict that approximately 75% of such fields have wide class number one, which would imply that the classes containing I and J are the only ideal classes. If this is the case, then there is a sequence of primes p ≡ 3 (mod 4) for which
The method used in [10] to prove (1.2) and in [30] to prove (1.4) involves the equidistribution of CM points and closed geodesics originally developed by the second author in [9] . By contrast, here we employ a relation between the invariants in (1.5) and (1.8) and sums of Kloosterman sums (see Section 2). We then estimate the sums of Kloosterman sums directly via a Kuznetsov-type formula.
The Kloosterman sums in question are those which appear in the Fourier coefficients of Poincaré series of half-integral weight in the Kohnen plus space. In weight k = λ + 1 2 , the plus space consists of holomorphic or Maass cusp forms whose Fourier coefficients are supported on exponents n such that (−1) λ n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4). For integers m, n satisfying the plus space condition and c a positive integer divisible by 4 we define 9) where dd ≡ 1 (mod c) and ε d = 1 or i according to d ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 4), respectively. The Kloosterman sums (1.9) are real-valued and satisfy the relation
We prove a strong uniform bound for these sums which is of independent interest. We remark that similar (but weaker) estimates are hiding in the background of the methods of [10, 30] .
. Suppose that m, n are positive integers such that
′ are odd fundamental discriminants not both equal to 1. Then
Friedlander, Iwaniec, and the second author [12] proved an analogous estimate for smoothed sums of Kloosterman sums on Γ 0 (4q) with a power saving of n −1/1330 when n is squarefree. Individually, the Kloosterman sums satisfy the Weil-type bound Our method also yields an exponent of 1 6 for dd ′ in (1.11) if we assume the Lindelöf hypothesis for L(
, χ) and L( 1 2 , f × χ), where χ is a quadratic Dirichlet character and f is an integral weight cusp form (holomorphic or Maass). Via the correspondence of Waldspurger, the Lindelöf hypothesis for all such L(
, f × χ) is equivalent to the Ramanujan conjecture for half-integral weight forms.
Recently Ahlgren and the first author used a similar approach to study the half-integral weight Kloosterman sums associated to the multiplier system for the Dedekind eta function. This was used in [1] to improve the error bounds of [27, 17] for the classical formula of Hardy, Ramanujan, and Rademacher for the partition function p(n). In particular, it was shown that the discrepancy between p(n) and the first O( √ n) terms in the formula is at most O(n
+ε ). The proof of Theorem 1.3 hinges on a version of Kuznetsov's formula which relates the Kloosterman sums (1.9) to the coefficients of holomorphic cusp forms, Maass cusp forms, and Eisenstein series of half-integral weight in the plus space. Here we briefly define the relevant quantities and state a special case of the formula. Let H + k (resp. V + k ) denote an orthonormal Hecke basis for the plus space of holomorphic (resp. Maass) cusp forms of weight k for Γ 0 (4). For each g ∈ H + k (resp. u j ∈ V + k ) let ρ g (n) (resp. ρ j (n)) denote the suitably normalized n-th Fourier coefficient of g (resp. u j ). For each j, let λ j = √ mn
Remark. This version of the Kuznetsov formula for Maass forms in the plus space for Γ 0 (4) with weight ± is precisely analogous to the original version of Kuznetsov's formula for the full modular group. To prove it we apply Biró's idea [3] of taking a linear combination of Proskurin's Kuznetsov-type formula evaluated at various cusp-pairs in order to project the holomorphic and Maass cusp forms into the plus space. The main technical complication arises from the sum of Eisenstein series terms from Proskurin's formula, which we show simplifies to the integral of Dirichlet L-functions in (1.13). The simplicity of that integral is reminiscent of the corresponding term in Kuznetsov's original formula [26, Theorem 2] for the ordinary weight 0 Kloosterman sums; in that formula, the Eisenstein term is
Note that if k = 0 then cosh πr|Γ(
The most crucial input in the proof of Theorem 1.3 is Young's Weyl-type hybrid subconvexity estimates [41] for L(
, χ d ) which improve on the groundbreaking results of Conrey and Iwaniec [5] . Young proved that
for odd fundamental discriminants d, where the sum is over all holomorphic newforms of weight k and level dividing d. The uniformity of this result in both the level and weight directly influences the quality of the exponents in (1.11). There are corresponding results in [41] for twisted L-functions of Maass cusp forms and Dirichlet L-functions which we also use in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Remark. The requirement in Young's theorem that d be odd is the source of the assumption that d, d
′ are odd in Theorems 1.1-1.3. It is also why we require a Kuznetsov formula that involves only coefficients of cusp forms in the plus space. Under the Shimura correspondence, the plus spaces of half-integral weight forms on Γ 0 (4) are isomorphic as Hecke modules to spaces of weight 0 cusp forms on Γ 0 (1), whereas the full spaces on Γ 0 (4) lift only to Γ 0 (2).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we use the formulas of [15] to relate the geometric invariants to sums of Kloosterman sums, and we apply Theorem 1.3 to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The remainder of the paper is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.3. In Section 3 we give some background on the spectrum of the hyperbolic Laplacian in half-integral weight. In Section 4 we prove general estimates for the mean square of Fourier coefficients of Maass cusp forms of half-integral weight with arbitrary multiplier system. Finally, we prove Theorem 1.4 in Section 5 and Theorem 1.3 in Section 6.
Geometric invariants and Kloosterman sums
In this section we relate the real quadratic invariants to Kloosterman sums and show how Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from Theorem 1.3. Actually, we will prove more general forms of the main theorems which allow for non-fundamental discriminants. It is convenient to use binary quadratic forms 
assuming [a, b, c] is chosen in its class to have a > 0. If D is fundamental and if Q corresponds to A via (2.1) then we define C Q := C A and F Q := F A . We extend this to arbitrary discriminants via C δQ := C Q and F δQ := F Q . There is a generalized genus character
If D is fundamental then χ d = χ d ′ is the usual genus character, and there is exactly one such character for each such factorization. Recall the integral (1.7). There is an equivalent, and often useful, regularization which does not involve a limit, which we describe here. Following [13] , for z, τ ∈ H we define
where
. This function transforms on Γ 1 with weight 0 in z and weight 2 in τ . For each indefinite quadratic form Q define
As explained in [13] , for z / ∈ C Q the value of ν Q (z) is an integer which counts with signs the number of crossings that a path from i∞ to z in F makes with C Q . Furthermore, ν Q (z) is Γ 1 -invariant and is identically zero for Im z sufficiently large. It follows that the integral
converges, and it is not difficult to show that this regularization agrees with (1.7).
The following theorem generalizes Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to more general discriminants. 
while if d is negative, we have 1 4π
To deduce Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 1.3 we require several results from [15, §8-9] , which we borrow from freely here. For m ≥ 0, let F m (z, s) denote the index m nonholomorphic Poincaré series and let
For m = 0 the Fourier expansion of F m (z, s) shows that it has an analytic continuation to Re(s) > . In particular, F m (z, 1) is holomorphic as a function of z. Furthermore, F 0 (z, s) is the nonholomorphic Eisenstein series of weight 1 2 , and we have
A computation then shows that j m (z) = j m (z, 1) for m ≥ 1 (see [14, (4.11) 
]).
Since the length of C Q is 2 log ε D for every Q ∈ Q D , we have
By Corollary 4 of [13] , we have (note that w d = 2ω d in that paper)
So to prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that
We will prove (2.2)-(2.3) by relating the integrals of F −m (z, 1) to the quadratic Weyl sums
Here we are still assuming that
; c) in the notation of [15] ; we have changed the notation here to avoid confusion with the Kloosterman sums. The Weyl sums are related to the plus space Kloosterman sums via Kohnen's identity
(see Lemma 8 of [15] ). The Weil bound (1.12) for Kloosterman sums shows that
A direct corollary of Theorem 1.3 is the following bound for the Weyl sums. 
′ are positive this is immediate from (2.4) and the k = We are now ready to prove (2.2)-(2.3).
Proof of (2.2). Let J ν (x) denote the J-Bessel function
By Lemma 4 of [15] we have
for Re s > 1. By (2.6) we find that
, 1]. It follows, after applying Theorem 2.5, that the sum on the right-hand side of (2.7) is uniformly convergent for s ∈ [1, 3 2 ]. Since J 1 2 (x) = 2/πx sin x we conclude that
We split the sum at c = A with A ≪ m √ D. Estimating the initial segment c ≤ A trivially, we obtain
Then by partial summation we have
where S(x) denotes the partial sum on the left-hand side of (2.5). Since
, we conclude that to balance the exponents in (2.9) and (2.10). This, together with (2.8), yields (2.2).
Proof of (2.3). Define F Y := F ∩ {z : Im z ≤ Y }. Let Q ∈ Q D , and let Y be sufficiently large so that ν Q (z) = 0 for Im z > Y and so that the image of C Q in F is contained in F Y . Then for Re s > 1 we have
The function F −m (z, s) satisfies the relation
(see §8 of [15] ). So by the proof of Lemma 1 of [13] (essentially an application of Stokes' theorem), we find that
It follows that
Differentiating with respect to s and setting s = 1 we conclude that
.
By Lemma 5 of [15] we have
A straightforward computation involving (2.6) shows that, uniformly for s ∈ [1, 3 2 ], we have
Thus, as in the proof of (2.2), we are justified in setting s = 1, and we obtain
and Ci, Si are the cosine and sine integrals, respectively. The remainder of the proof is quite similar to the proof of (2.2) because we have
We omit the details.
Background
In this section we recall several facts about automorphic functions which transform according to multiplier systems of half-integral weight k, and the spectrum of the hyperbolic Laplacian ∆ k in this setting. For more details see [11, 34, 32, 1] along with the original papers of Maass [28, 29] , Roelcke [33] , and Selberg [36, 37] .
Let Γ = Γ 0 (N) for some N ≥ 1, and let k be a real number. We say that ν : Γ → C × is a multiplier system of weight k if (i) |ν| = 1,
(ii) ν(−I) = e −πik , and
and j(γ, z) is the automorphy factor
If ν is a multiplier system of weight k, then ν is a multiplier system of weight −k.
. The cusps of Γ are those points in the extended upper half-plane H * which are fixed by parabolic elements of Γ. Given a cusp a of Γ let Γ a := {γ ∈ Γ : γa = a} denote its stabilizer in Γ, and let σ a denote any element of SL 2 (R) satisfying σ a ∞ = a and σ We say that a is singular with respect to ν if ν is trivial on Γ a , that is, if κ ν,a = 0. Note that if κ ν,a > 0 then κ ν,a = 1 − κ ν,a .
We are primarily interested in the multiplier system ν θ of weight 1 2 (and its conjugate
Explicitly, we have
is the extension of the Kronecker symbol given e.g. in [38] and
For γ ∈ SL 2 (R) we define the weight k slash operator by
The weight k hyperbolic Laplacian
commutes with the weight k slash operator for every γ ∈ SL 2 (R). A real analytic function f : H → C is an eigenfunction of ∆ k with eigenvalue λ if
If f satisfies (3.1) then for notational convenience we write
and we refer to r as the spectral parameter of f . A function f : H → C is automorphic of weight k and multiplier ν for Γ if
Let A k (N, ν) denote the space of all such functions. A smooth automorphic function which is also an eigenfunction of ∆ k and which has at most polynomial growth at the cusps of Γ is called a Maass form. We let A k (N, ν, r) denote the vector space of Maass forms with spectral parameter r. Complex conjugation f → f gives a bijection
Then f has a Fourier expansion at the cusp a of the form
where W κ,µ (y) is the W -Whittaker function. When the weight is 0, many authors normalize the Fourier coefficients so that ρ f,a (n) is the coefficient of √ y K ir (2π|n ν |y), where K ν (y) is the K-Bessel function. Using the relation
we see that this has the effect of multiplying ρ f,a (n) by 2|n
2 -space of automorphic functions with respect to the Petersson inner product
and let L k (ν, λ) denote the λ-eigenspace. The spectrum of ∆ k is real and contained in
). The minimal eigenvalue λ 0 (k) occurs if and only if there is a holomorphic modular form F of weight |k| and multiplier ν, in which case
is the corresponding eigenfunction. When k = ± 1 2 and ν = ν 2k θ , the eigenspace L k (ν, 3 16 ) is one-dimensional, spanned by y The spectrum of ∆ k on L k (ν) consists of an absolutely continuous spectrum of multiplicity equal to the number of singular cusps, and a discrete spectrum of finite multiplicity. The Eisenstein series, of which there is one for each singular cusp a, give rise to the continuous spectrum, which is bounded below by 1/4. Let a be a singular cusp. The Eisenstein series for the cusp a is defined by
If b is any cusp, the Fourier expansion for E a at the cusp b is given by
Here
a Γσ b } is the set of allowed moduli and S ab (m, n, c, ν) is the Kloosterman sum (defined for any cusp pair ab)
The coefficients φ ab (n, s) can be meromorphically continued to the entire s-plane and, in particular, are well-defined on the line Re(s) = 1 2
. In Section 5 we will evaluate certain linear combinations of the coefficients φ ab (n, 1 2 ± ir) in terms of Dirichlet L-functions in the cases k = ± 1 2 and ν = ν 2k θ . Let V k (ν) denote the orthogonal complement in L k (ν) of the space generated by Eisenstein series. The spectrum of ∆ k on V k (ν) is countable and of finite multiplicity. The exceptional eigenvalues are those which lie in (λ 0 (k), 1/4) (conjecturally, the set of exceptional eigenvalues is empty). The subspace V k (ν) consists of functions f which decay exponentially at every cusp; equivalently, the zeroth Fourier coefficient of f at each singular cusp vanishes. Eigenfunctions of ∆ k in V k (ν) are called Maass cusp forms.
Let {f j } be an orthonormal basis of V k (ν), and for each j let λ j = 1 4 + r 2 j denote the Laplace eigenvalue and {ρ j,a (n)} the Fourier coefficients. Weyl's law describes the distribution of the spectral parameters r j . Theorem 2.28 of [18] shows that
where ϕ(s) and K 0 are the determinant (see [18, p. 298] ) and dimension (see [18, p. 281] ), respectively, of the scattering matrix Φ(s) whose entries are given in terms of constant terms of Eisenstein series.
An estimate for coefficients of Maass cusp forms
In this section we prove a general theorem which applies to the Fourier coefficients at the cusp a of weight ± . The proof given here is also considerably shorter. and that ν is a multiplier system of weight k which satisfies (4.1). Fix an orthonormal basis of cusp forms {u j } for V k (ν). For each j, let ρ j,a (n) denote the n-th Fourier coefficient of u j at a and let r j denote the spectral parameter. Then for all n ≥ 1 we have
We begin with an auxiliary version of Kuznetsov's formula ( [26, §5] ) which is Lemma 3 of [32] with m = n, t → 2t, and σ = 1 (see [1, Section 3] for justification of the latter). While Proskurin assumes that k > 0 throughout his paper, this lemma is still valid for k < 0 by the same proof, and straightforward modifications give the result for an arbitrary cusp a. + ir)
where c is a sum over singular cusps, and L is the semicircular contour |q| = 1 with Re(q) > 0, from −i to i.
To prove Theorem 4.1 we follow the method of Motohashi [31, Section 2]. We begin by evaluating the integral on the right-hand side of (4.2) via the following lemma. For the remainder of this section we frequently use the notation (ξ) to denote
Proof. For any ξ > 0 we have the Mellin-Barnes integral representation [8, (10.32.13)]
The lemma follows after replacing s by s + it.
Let K be a large positive real number. In (4.2) we multiply by the positive weight
and integrate on t over R. Applying Lemma 4.3 to the result (and noting that all terms on the left-hand side are positive), we obtain
We will make use of the following well-known estimate for oscillatory integrals (see, for instance, [40, Chapter IV]). 
and let M(K, a) be as above. For a > 0 we have
Proof. Starting with the integral representation [8, (5.12.1)]
we interchange the order of integration, putting the integral on t inside, and find that the integral on t equals
To evaluate the inner integral, we use that
, the integral on s in (4.5) equals
Finally, we set z = K log
dz.
We claim that f k (u) ≪ min(1, 1/u). For u ≥ 1 this follows from Lemma 4.4. Suppose that u ≤ 1. In the case k = − a computation shows that Now suppose that a ≪ K 2 . In this case we add and subtract f k (2a) from the integrand and notice that
Let T = c √ log K with c a large constant, and let
we conclude that
By (4.6) and (4.7) we have
With our choice of T this yields (4.4).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First note that when r ∼ x we have h x (r) ≫ e −πr x k−1 , so by (4.3) we have
Let β be as in (4.1). By Proposition 4.5 we have
, from which it follows that
The theorem follows.
The Kuznetsov formula for Kohnen's plus space
In this section we define the plus spaces of holomorphic and Maass cusp forms, and we prove an analogue of Kuznetsov's formula relating the Kloosterman sums S + k (m, n, c) to the Fourier coefficients of such forms. For the remainder of the paper we specialize to the case Γ = Γ 0 (4) with (k, ν) = ( , ν θ ). We will often write k = λ + 1 2 , and to simplify notation, we write V k = V k (ν) and S ℓ = S ℓ (ν), where S ℓ (ν) is the space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight ℓ and multiplier ν. We fix once and for all a set of inequivalent representatives for the cusps of Γ, namely ∞, 0, and 1 2 , with associated scaling matrices
Then κ ∞ = κ 0 = 0 and κ1
Following Kohnen [24, 25] we define an operator L on automorphic functions as follows. If f satisfies f k γ = ν(γ)f for all γ ∈ Γ 0 (4) then we define
It is not difficult to show that L maps Maass cusp forms to Maass cusp forms. It follows from [24] (see also [21] ) that L is self-adjoint, that it commutes with the Hecke operators T p 2 , and that it satisfies the equation (L − 1)(L + (n, y)e(n a x) .
where a = 0 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and a = 
c f,∞ (n, y)e(nx). 
, 4y)e(nx).
The lemma follows.
The analogue of L for holomorphic cusp forms is defined as follows. If for some ℓ we have and ν = ν 2k θ . Suppose that ℓ ≡ k (mod 2) and that
where a = 0 if n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and a = if n ≡ (−1) λ (mod 4).
To state the plus space version of the Kuznetsov trace formula, we first fix some notation. Let ϕ : [0, ∞) → R be a smooth test function which satisfies
Define the integral transforms
Note that ϕ(r) is real-valued when r ≥ 0 and when ir ∈ (− 1 4
Finally, we define
where τ s is the normalized sum of divisors function λ m, (−1) λ n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4), and write
Fix an orthonormal basis of Maass cusp forms {u j } ⊂ V + k with associated spectral parameters r j and coefficients ρ j (n). For each ℓ ≡ k (mod 2) with ℓ > 2, fix an orthonormal basis of holomorphic cusp forms H + ℓ ⊂ S + ℓ with normalized coefficients given by under the added assumption that ϕ(ℓ) = 0 for all ℓ. His theorem involves coefficients of half-integral weight Eisenstein series at cusps instead of Dirichlet L-functions.
To prove Theorem 5.3, we start with Proskurin's version of the Kuznetsov formula [32] which is valid for arbitrary weight k and for the cusp-pair ∞∞. The necessary modifications for an arbitrary cusp-pair are straightforward (see [7] for details in the k = 0 case). . Let ν = ν 2k θ and Γ = Γ 0 (4) and let a, b be cusps of Γ. Let {u j } denote an orthonormal basis of Maass cusp forms of weight k with spectral parameters r j . For each 2 < ℓ ≡ k (mod 2), let H ℓ denote an orthonormal basis of holomorphic cusp forms of weight ℓ with coefficients normalized as in (5.4) . Then
We will apply (5.5) for the cusp-pairs ∞∞, ∞0, and ∞ , and take a certain linear combination which annihilates all but the plus space coefficients. The following lemma is essential to make this work. 
, ν).
Proof. Since S ab (m, n, c, ν) = S ab (−m, −n, c, ν), it is enough to show that
This is proved in [3, Lemma A.7] . Note that Biro chooses different representatives and scaling matrices for the cusps 0 and , which has the effect of changing the factor (1 −i) to (1 + i).
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let k, ν, and a be as in Lemma 5.5. From that lemma and the definition (1.9) it follows that
, ν).
Note that C(∞, a) = {c ∈ Z + : c ≡ 2 (mod 4)} for a = 0, 1 2 . We apply the Kuznetsov formula for each of the cusp-pairs ∞∞ and ∞a on the right-hand side of (5.6). We fix an orthonormal basis {u + j } for V + k and we choose an orthonormal basis {u j } for V k such that {u + j } ⊆ {u j }. Then we do the same for H
denote the coefficients of Lu j . Then by Lemma 5.1 we have
We compute the contribution from the holomorphic forms similarly. For the Eisenstein series contribution we apply the following proposition, together with the relation S ab (m, n, c, ν) = S ab (−m, −n, c, ν). 
The proof of this proposition is quite technical, and we will proceed in several steps. In order to work in the region of absolute convergence, we will evalute the sum Here we have written S + (m, n, c) = S + 1/2 (m, n, c) for convenience. The following proposition evaluates φ + (n, s). It is proved in [20] and applied in [14, Lemma 4] ; here we give an alternative proof which uses Kohnen's identity (2.4).
Proposition 5.7. Let w ∈ Z + and let d be a fundamental discriminant. Then
Proof. By Möbius inversion, it suffices to prove that
Writing φ + as the Dirichlet series (5.9), reversing the order of summation, and applying the identity (2.4), we find that
To evaluate T w (0, d; 4c) for a given c, we write 4c = tu, where
Then b ) and choose λ ∈ Z such that
∈ SL 2 (Z).
It is straightforward to verify that f (c) is a multiplicative function and that for each prime p we have
Here c q (w) is the Ramanujan sum which satisfies
The proposition follows.
Next we evaluate the term in (5.7) corresponding to the cusp c = 0. The following lemma will be useful. and ν = ν θ and suppose that n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4). Suppose that 4 | c and a = 0 or 2 || c and a = 1 2 according to whether n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4), respectively. Then
(5.10)
Proof. For each cusp a we have (
. Suppose first that n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and a = 0. A straightforward computation shows that S 00 (m, n, c, ν) = S ∞∞ (m, n, c, ν) for all m, n ∈ Z. From the definition of S ∞∞ (m, n, c, ν) it follows that, for c ≡ 0 (mod 4), we have S 00 (0, S ∞∞ (0, n, 4c, ν). Now suppose that n ≡ 1 (mod 4) and a = 1 2
. We will prove (5.10) directly from the definition of S 0
, where ( A B C D ) ∈ Γ 0 (4). Then 2 || c and a, d are odd, so (after shifting by ( 1 * 0 1 ) on the right) we can assume that 4 | b. Then ε D = ε a+2b = ε a = ε d since ad ≡ 1 (mod 4). We also have
since bc ≡ −1 (mod a) and ad ≡ 1 (mod 4c). It follows that
Note that replacing d by d + c has no net effect since ε d+c = ε −d and
since n ≡ 1 (mod 4). The relation (5.10) follows. and ν = ν θ and suppose that n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4). Write n = w 2 d with d a fundamental discriminant. Let a = 0 or 1 2 according to n ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4), respectively. Then
Proof. We will prove that
then equation (5.11) will follow from Proposition 5.7. A straightforward computation gives the relation S 0∞ (m, n, c, ν θ ) = iS ∞0 (m, n, c, ν θ ). This, together with Lemma 5.5, shows that
Next, by Lemma 5.8 we find that . We claim that we can let the sum run over all c ≡ 0 (mod 8) in either case. Equivalently, as long as t ≥ 4, from which it follows that the sum modulo 2 t is zero. By (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14), we conclude that
which completes the proof of the proposition. 
Then by (5.12) we have (writing s = σ + ir)
The proposition follows after applying Proposition 5.7 and setting s = , and (iv) ϕ and ϕ ′ are piecewise monotonic on a fixed number of intervals (whose number is independent of a, x, T ). We apply the plus space Kuznetsov formula in Theorem 5.3 with this test function and we estimate each of the terms on the right-hand side.
We begin by estimating the contribution from the holomorphic cusp forms Since the operator L commutes with the Hecke operators we may assume that the orthonormal basis H + ℓ is also a basis consisting of Hecke eigenforms. We will estimate K h by applying the Kohnen-Zagier formula [23] and Young's hybrid subconvexity bound [41] . Let g ∈ H + ℓ and recall that the coefficients of g are normalized so that
2 ρ g (n)e(nz).
Since we are working in the plus space, the Shimura correspondence is an isomorphism between S + ℓ (ν) and the space S 2ℓ−1 of (even) weight 2ℓ − 1 cusp forms on Γ 1 . So g lifts to a unique normalized f ∈ S 2ℓ−1 with Fourier expansion f (z) = = 1, together with the fact that #H 2ℓ−1 ≍ ℓ, we obtain the following theorem for d, d
′ odd fundamental discriminants. It is extended to all odd m, n using (6.2). +ε (vw) ε .
Applying Theorem 6.1 to the sum (6.1) we find that
+ε (vw) ε ℓ≡k (2) ℓ ϕ(ℓ).
The latter sum was estimated in [35] (see the discussion following (50); see also Lemma 5.1 of [16] ) where the authors found that ℓ ℓ ϕ(ℓ) ≪ √ mn/x. We conclude that
Next, we estimate the contribution from the Maass cusp forms
We follow the same general idea as in the holomorphic case, but instead of the Kohnen-Zagier formula we apply a formula of Baruch and Mao [2] . As in the holomorphic case, we may assume that the orthonormal basis {u j } of V + k consists of eigenforms for the Hecke operators. Suppose that u j ∈ V + k has spectral parameter r j . The lowest eigenvalue is λ 0 = 3 16 which corresponds to u 0 = y 1/4 θ(z) or its conjugate. Since the coefficients ρ 0 (n) are supported on squares and since m, n are not both squares, we find that the term in K m corresponding to j = 0 does not appear. In what follows we assume that j ≥ 1. Theorem 1.2 of [2] shows that there is a unique normalized Maass cusp form v j of weight 0 with spectral parameter 2r j which is even if k = , and such that the Hecke eigenvalues of u j and v j agree. Since there are no exceptional eigenvalues for weight 0 on SL 2 (Z) this lift implies that there are no exceptional eigenvalues in weights ± by work of Kim and Sarnak [22] . Then a j (w) ≪ w θ+ǫ since v j is normalized so that a j (1) = 1. It follows that
Suppose that d is a fundamental discriminant and that u j , u j = 1. Then Theorem 1.4 of [2] implies that
